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ABSTRACT
Thispaper is a chapter in the forthcoming Handbook of International
Economics. It surveys the literature on the specification of models of
assetmarketsandtheimplications of differences in specification for
themacroeconomic adjustment process. Builders of portfolio balance
models have generally employed tpostulated asset demand functions, rather
than deriving these directly from micro foundations. The first major sec-
tionof the paper lays out a postulated general specification of asset
marketsand summarizes the fundamental short—run results of portfolio
balance models using a very basic specificationof asset markets. Then,
rudimentaryspecifications of a balance of payments equation and goods
market equilibrium conditions are supplied, so that the dynamic distri-
butioneffects of the trade accountunder static and rational expectations
with both fixed goods prices and flexible goods prices can be analyzed.
The second major section of the papersurveys and analyzes micro
foundation models of asset demands using stochastic calculus. The micro—
economic theory of asset demands implies some but not all of the proper-
ties of the basic specification of postulated asset demands at the macro
level. Since the conclusions of macroeconomic analysis depend crucially
on the form of asset demand functions, it is important to continue to ex-
plore the implicationsof micro foundations for macro specification.
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1. Introduction
This chapter is a discussion of two complementary approaches to the
analysis of asset markets in open economies)—" Section 2 is devoted to
portfolio balance models with postulated asset demands, asset demands
broadly consistent with but not directly implied by microeconomic theory.
Some implications of the microeconomic theory of portfolio selection for
asset demands are spelled out in Section 3. Section 4 contains some
conclusions.
2. Portfolio balance models with postulated asset demands
2.1. Overview
During the last fifteen years there has been a thorough reworking of
macroeconomic theory for open economies using a portfolio balance
approach..?-" According to thisapproach, equilibrium in financial markets
occurs when the available stocks of national moneys and other financial
assets are equal to the stock demands for these assets based on current
wealth, and wealth accumulation continues only until current wealth is
equal to desired wealth.
In this section we review some of the important results that have
been obtained using portfolio balance models. Although these modelswere
originally developed to study movements of financial capital, variations—2—
in interest rates, and changes in stocks of international reserves under
fixed exchange rates, they were quickly adapted to study movements of
financial capital ,variationsin interest rates, and changes in the
exchange rate under flexible exchange rates. Our discussion reflects the
emphasis placed on the case of flexible exchange rates in more recent
applications of portfolio balance models.
The builders of portfolio balance models have employed postulate&
asset demand functions. By proceeding in this way, they have not denied
the desirability of deriving asset demands from explicit utility
maximizing behavior. Indeed, they have attempted to establish the
plausibility of their asset demands by appealing to microeconomic
theory--in the case of non-monetary assets to the theory of portfolio
selection and in the case of monetary assets to the theory of money
demand. There is widespread agreement on the importance of exploring the
implications of macroeconomic asset demand functions derived from
explicit utility maximizing behavior. A new sense of urgency has been
added by the argument that, iii general, utility maximizing behavior
leads to modifications in asset demands when the policy regime
changes.-1 While this exploration proceeds, results derived using
postulated asset demands can best be regarded as suggestive hypotheses to
be subjected to close scrutiny using asset demand functions with firmer
microeconomic foundations.
After laying out a general specification of asset markets
(subsection 2.2), we summarize the fundamental short—run results of
portfolio balance models using a very basic specification of asset
markets (subsection 2.3). Then, we supply rudimentary specifications of
a balance of payments equation and goods market equilibrium conditions-3-
(subsection 2.4) so that we cantrace out the dynamicdistribution
effects of the trade accountunder static and rational expectationswith
both fixed goods prices (subsection
2.5) and flexible goods prices
(subsection 2.6).
2.2. The general specificationof asset marts
The model contains four assets:home money, foreign money, home
4/
(currency) securities, and foreign(currency) securities.—In the
general specification it isassumed that residents of bothcountries hold
*
allfour assets. Home net wealth (W)and foreign net wealth (EW), both




M,B, N and F (M, B, N, and F) represent home (foreign) net private
holdings of home money, home securities, foreign money, and foreign
securities. E is the exchange ratedefined as the home currency priceof
foreign currency.
Home (foreign) net wealth isallocated among the four financial
assets:
** * * *
Wm(•) +n(.)+b(.)+f(.),EWm(.) +n(s) + b(s)+f(.). (2.2)
** * *
m,n, b, and f (m, n, b,and f) represent home (foreign)residents'
demands for home money, foreign money,home securities, and foreign
securities, all measured in units of home currency.-4-
The home currency value ofthe stocks of homemoney (s),foreign
money (E). home securities (fl),andforeign securities (Er) available
for private agents to holdare assumed to be positive:
* * * * M=M+M>0,EN =E(N+N)>0,B =B+B>0,EF =E(F+F)>0.(2.3)
The equilibrium conditionsfor the four asset marketsare given by
-+ ++ +- - + + + * * * ** * m(0,c,i,i+c,pX,QW)+
m(—c,O,i_e,i,Epy,EQ,EW)-= 0, (2.4a) -+ ++ --- + + + * * * ** * n(o,c,i,i+c,pxow)+n(-C,0,i-C,i,EPYEQEW)-ER = 0, (2.4b) -+- - -+ -+ - - - + * * * ** * b(0,c,i,i+c,px,ow)+b(-,0,i..€jEPYEQEW) -B=0, (2.4c) --+ - -+ -- + - - + * * * ** * f(0,c,i,i+E,px,Qw)+f(-C,0,i-C,i,EPYEQEW)-EF=0. (2.4d)
The first four arguments in
each home (foreign) asset demand
function are the nominalreturns associated with homemoney, foreign
money, home securities, and foreignsecurities measured in home (foreign)
currency." cisthe expected rate of depreciationof the home currency;
it is equal to zero understatic expectations and to theactual rate of
depreciation (E/E) under rational
expectations (perfect foresight)...!'
The fifth argument in eachhome (foreign) asset demandfunction is home
* (foreign)nominal output measured in homecurrency. P (EP) is the home
currency price of the single goodproduced in the home (foreign)
country.
X (Y) is real output of the
home (foreign) good. The sixthargument in
each home (foreign) assetdemand function is theprice of the home—5-.
*
(foreign)consumption bundle measured in home currency. Qand EO are
given by
Q =p(E), E = P(E). (2.5)
*
h(h) is the constant weight of the price of the home goodin the price
of the home (foreign) consumption bundle. The seventh argumentin each
home (foreign) asset demand function is home (foreign)wealth measured
in home currency.
The signs of the responses of asset demands to changesin the
variables on which they depend are indicated by the signs overthose
variables. The signs over the nominal rates of return reflectthe
assumption that residents of both countries regardall the assets they
hold as strict gross substitutes. The signs over nominal incomesand
price indices reflect the assumption that residentsof both countries
hold both moneys for transactions purposes. The signs overnominal
wealths reflect the assumption that all assets are "normal" assets.In
the special case considered below some variables do not affect someasset
demands.
Equations (2.2) imply that the asset demand functionsof equations
(2.4) are subject to familiar restrictions:




mk ++ bk+ 0,k =l,...,6;m7 +fl7 + b7
+f71. (2.6b)-6-
The assumption that private agents do not havemoney illusion implies
that all asset demands must be homogenous of degreeone in all variables




















Only three of the four asset market equilibrium conditionsare
independent. Equations (2.3) together with equations (2.1)imply that
world wealth measured in home currency isequal to the sum of the stocks
of all financial assets available for privateagents to hold. Equations
(2.2) imply that the sum of all asset demands isidentically equal to
world wealth. Thus, the sum of all the excess demandsgiven by equations
(2.4) is identically equal to zero.In the algebraic analysis below
attention is focused on the markets for homemoney, foreign money, and
home securities.
2.3. The basic asset market specification
Many of the results that have been derived from portfolio balance
models with postulated asset demands can be illustratedusing a basic—'-
assetmark t specification. The basic specification is obtained from the
general specification by imposing five simplifying assumptions. First,
residents of neither country hold the other country's money that is,







=0; = == 0).11Second, in each
country residents' demand for money is independent of the return on the
security denominated in the other country's currency (m4 =n3
=0).
Third, in each country all changes in residents' demand for money
resulting from changes in their nominal income and the price of their
consumption bundle are matched by changes in their demand for the
security denominated in their country's currency (b5 =- m5,b6 =- m6,
=- n5,and f6 =- n6).Fourth, in each country residents' demand for
money is independent of nominal wealth (m7 == 0).Fifth, in each
country residents' demand for money is unit elastic with respect to their
nominal income (m =m5PX,
n =
n5EPY).
The first and second assumptions imply that in each country the
responsivenesses of residents' demands for the two securities to changes
in the return on the security denominated in the other country's currency
are equal and opposite in sign (f4 =- b4and =— b3).The first and
third assumptions imply that in each country residents' demand for the
security denominated in the other country's currency is independent of
their nominal income and the price of their consumption bundle
= = == 0).The third and fourth assumptions taken together
with the homogeneity assumption embodied in equations (2.7) imply that
the fraction of any increase in wealth allocated by residents of each
country to securities denominated in their country's currency is equal to
the ratio of their total holdings of assets denominated in their-8--
country's currency to their wealth lb7 =(M+B)/Wand =( +
Thatis, in each country the sum of residents' demands for assets
denominated in a given currency is homogeneous of degree one in nominal
wealth. The third, fourth, and fifth assumptions taken together with the
homogeneity assumption embodied in equations (2.7) imply that in each
country residents' demands for money and securities denominated in their
country's currency are independent of the price of their consumption
bundle (m6 =b6 = n6
== 0).
Underthe assumptions of the basic specification,
equations (2.1) become equations (2.8):
****
W=M+B+EF,EW=B+E(N+F), (2.F)
and equations (2.4) become equations (2.9):
-0+0 0 *
m(0,e,i,i+E,PX,Q,W) -M = 0, (2.9a)
00-+00 * * ** *
n(—c,0,i—c,i,EPY,EQ,EW)—EN = 0, (2.9b)
0+-- 0+ 0+ - 0 0 +
* * * ** *
b(0,c,l,I+c,PX,Q,W)+b(—c,0,i—,i,EPY,EQ,EW) — B=0, (2.9c)
0-+0 0+ 0- + - 0 + * * * ** *
f(O,c,i ,i+,PX,Q,W) + f(c,0,1e,i ,EPY,EQ,EW) — Er = 0. (2.9d)- -
Appropriatemodifications are made in equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.6), and
(2.7).
The impact effects of asset exchanges under static expectations
(c= 0)are of some interest inthemselves.' In any case the analysis
of impact effects with expected depreciation exogenous is one stepin a
complete analysis under rational expectations (e= E/E).
An initial asset market equilibrium is represented by the
intersection of %%, and in Figure 1. The unique home
(foreign) interest rate that clears the home (foreign) money market,
is indicated by the horizontal %%(vertical%i) schedule. The
pairs of i and I that clear the market for home (foreign)securities are
represented by the upward sloping Ti schedule. An increase in
the foreign interest rate lowers (raises) the demand for home (foreign)
securities, so an increase in the home interest rate is required to raise
(lower) the demand for home (foreign) securities if equilibrium is to be
reestabi i shed.
The assumption that residents of both countries regard the assets
they hold as strict gross substitutes implies that the schedule must
be flatter than the fl? schedule, as shown in Figure 1.If the
schedule were steeper, there would he excess supply of all four assets in
the region to the northwest of a0 between the and 0P0schedules.
However, it has been established above that the sum of the excess demands
for all four assets must be zero.
Depreciation of the home currency shifts both the and
schedules down without affecting the and 11 schedules. It raises not








home currency value of the supply of foreign securities. Thus, it
creates excess demand for home securities and excess supply of foreign
securities.!! A drop in i cuts (boosts) the demand for home (foreign)
securities.
First consider an expansionary open market operation in the home
country (dpi =- d>0).With the exchange rate fixed the fWand
schedules shift down to and .Theshift in the scheduleis
smaller; a reduction in the home interest rate not only reduces home
residents' demand for home securities by more than it increases their
demand for money because it simultaneously increases their demand for
foreign securities but also reduces foreign residents' demand for home
securities. The new equilibrium is at a1 where i is lower and i is
unchanged. Depreciation of the home currency shifts the and
schedules from and until they pass through a1
Now consider three types of intervention operations. Intervention
of Type I is an exchange of home money for foreign money (df =- d>0).
This operation shifts the 1andIschedulesto and 1iil .Thenew
equilibrium is at a2 where i is lower andis higher. Depreciation of
the home currency shifts the liand schedules down until they pass
through a2.
Intervention of Type II is an exchange of home money for foreign
securities (d =- dr>0).This operation shifts AIandrto
and .Thenew equilibrium is at a1. The increase in the home
money supply and the decline in the home interest rate are the same as
they were in the case of an open market operation. Depreciation of the-12-
home currency shifts and P1? down until they pass through
a1 .The
depreciation of the home currency is greater than it was in the case of
an open market operation, since it must shift from i11L toa1 instead
of from to a1.
Intervention of Type III is an exchange of homecurrency securities
for foreign currency securities (d =- d1?>0).Since this type of
intervention leaves both money supplies unchanged, it has been called
sterilized intervention. It shifts II and 1?? toB2B? and ?l.1? .Thenew
equilibrium is at a0 where i and i are unchanged. flepreciation of the
home currency shifts and 1?1? down until they pass through
a0.
An exogenous increase in P operates exactly like anopen market sale
by the home authorities since it raises the excess demand for homemoney
and lowers the excess demand for home securities by amounts thatare
equal in absolute value. Thus it causes i to rise and the homecurrency
* * toappreciate. By analogy an exogenous increase in P causes i to rise
and the home currency to depreciate.
We assume that there is 'local asset preference:° home residents
allocate a larger fraction of any increase in wealth to home securities
than foreign residents (b7 >b7).With local asset preference, a
transfer of wealth from home residents to foreign residents (dw <0)has
effectswhich are identical to those of a sterilized intervention
operation.It lowers the excess demand for home securities andraises
theexcess demand for foreign securities by amounts that are equal in
absolute value.
The impact effects of the home authorities' policy instrumentson










authorities have two independent policy instruments, open market
operations and intervention operations of Type II, which they can use to
achieve desired values for two target variables, the home money supply
and the exchange rate, given a constant foreign money supply. Movements
out the horizontal axis represent contractionary open market operations,
increases in the stock of home securities ()matchedby decreases in the
home money supply. Movements up the vertical axis represent
contractionary intervention operations of Type II, increases in the stock
of foreign securities ()matchedby decreases in the home money supply.
The M0M0 schedule shows the pairs ofandthat are compatible with a
constant value of the home money supply. If currency units are defined
so that the exchange rate varies in the neighborhood of unity, then the
schedulehas a slope of minus one. Under the basic specification,
both interest rates are constant along the itfschedulebecause there is a
one to one correspondence between the money supply and the interest rate
in each country. The schedule represents the pairs ofand rthat
are compatible with a constant exchange rate. The schedule must be
flatter than the MM schedule since an intervention operation of Type II
has a greater effect on the exchange rate than an open market operation
of equal size as shown above for the basic specification. It follows
that movements down along the schedule lead to decreases in the home
money supply and increases in the home interest rate. The home
authorities can expand the home money supply from the level corresponding
to to the level corresponding to without changing the exchange.LZJ
rate by conducting the open market purchase corresponding to and the
intervention operation of Type II corresponding to iI
Asgroundwork for the dynamic analysis below it is useful to provide
an algebraic derivation of the results just arrived at graphically. We
first select a state variable for the system and then express the asset
market equilibrium conditions in terms of deviations of the variables
from their stationary equilibrium values.
It will become clear below that it is convenient to define home
(foreign) residents' wealth valued at the long—run equilibrium exchange
-*
rate, E, as w (Ew):
_**__**
w =M+B+EF,Ew =B+E(N+F), (2.10)
and to choose w as the state variable of the system. The time derivative
of w equals home residents' asset accumulation in the neighborhood of
long—run equilibrium:
w=M+B+F. (2.11)
Theequilibrium conditions for the markets for home money, foreign
























k' uk.' and bk, represent the partial derivatives of the excess demands
for home money, foreign money, and home securities with respect to the
variables that appear as subscripts under the basic specification. A
variable with a d in front of it represents the deviation of that
* variablefrom its stationary equilibrium value. e, p. and p are the
* * naturallogarithms of E, P, and P so that de =dE/E,dp =dP/Pand dp = **
dP/P.In the neighborhood of stationary equilibrium dc == ()under
static expectations and dc == eunder rational expectations. In
*
derivingequations (2.12) we have set E =P=P=1and have made use of
the following relationships:
****
dW=dw+Fde, dEW =dw+(N+F)de, (2.13a)
****
dw=dB+dN+dF=-dM-dB -dF=—dw. (2.13b)—17—
To derive equation (2.13b), sum the appropriately modified versions of
equations (2.3) in deviation form to obtain
***
d1+dN+dB+dr=dB+dN+dF+dM+dR+dF. (2.14)
Equation (2.14) implies the equality of the middle two terms in (2.13b)
because world central bank intervention is governed by d +dF+d+dr=0.
The effects of changes in the exogenous variables are given by
di =— (i/ii)dP+(l/iii)df1. (2.15a)
=- (F/F)d+(1/F)dR, (2.15b)




It is convenient not to divide through by the positive coefficient
since equation (2.15c) will be viewed in a different way in what follows.
2.4. The specification of the goods markets and the balance of payments
Even when the objective is to study the behavior of interest rates
and the exchange rate at a point in time, it is not possible to conduct
the analysis using just the asset market equilibrium conditions except
under very restrictive assumptions.It was shown in the last section
that if goods prices are fixed and expectations are static, then the-18-
conditions for asset market equilibrium are sufficient to determine
interest rates and the exchange rate at a point in time. However, if
goods prices are fixed and expectations are rational, then a balance of
payments condition must be employed together with the asset market
equilibrium conditions to jointly determine interest rates, the exchange
rate, the percentage rate of change in the exchange rate, and the rate of
transfer of wealth between home and foreign residents. Moreover, if
goods prices are flexible, then under both static and rational
expectations a complete model must include goods market equilibrium
conditions. Of course, when the objective is to study the behavior of
interest rates and the exchange rate over time, a balance of payments
condition must be employed no matter whether expectations are static or
rational
In this subsection we specify equilibrium conditions for the home
and foreign goods markets and a balance of payments equation. Since the
focus of this chapter is asset markets, we have deliberately kept the
specification of the goods market equilibrium conditions and the balance
of payments equation as simple as possible.--1
Home (foreign) expenditure is allocated between home and foreign
goods:
+
P(X—G)—s[P(X—G),W x(.) +y(.), (2.16a)
+
* ** **** *
EP(Y—) — s[EP(Y—G),EW]x(.) +y(.). (2.16b)-19-
X -G(V -G)is home (foreign) real disposable income measured in the'
12/ *
home(foreign) good.— G (G) is home (foreign) real, balanced-budget
government spending measured in home (foreign) goods. S. x, and
** *
y(s, x, and y) are home (foreign) saving, expenditure on the home good,
and expenditure on the foreign good, all measured in home currency. Home
(foreign) saving measured in home currency depends positively on home
(foreign) nominal disposable income and negatively on home (foreign)
• • 13/ nominal wealth, both measured in home currency.—
The goods market equilibrium conditions and the balance of payments
equation are given by
++ - + + +- +
** *** *
x[P(X—G),W, P. EP] +xIEP(Y-G),EW, P. EP] —P(X—G)=0, (2.17a)
++ + - + ++ -
** *** * **
yIP(X-G),W, P EP] +y[EP(Y—G),EW, P. EP] —EP(Y—G)=0, (2.17b)
+ +- + ++ + - * * ** * * •
xtEP(Y-G),EW, P. EP] —y[P(X-G),W, P. EP] -w-(E-E)F=0.(2.17c)
Home (foreign) nominal spending on both home and foreign goods measured
in home currency depends positively on home (foreign) nominal disposable
income and nominal wealth, both measured in home currency. Increases in
*
P(EP) shift both home and foreign nominal spending from home (foreign)
*
goodsto foreign (home) goods. Therefore, increases in P (EP) reduce
(increase) the home trade surplus.-!-" w +(F-!')Fis home residents'
asset accumulation. w is defined by equation (2.11).- 1)-
Equations(2.16) imply that the expenditure functions of equations
(2.17) are subject to familiar restrictions:
x1 +y
1 - 2 +y2
-




+- 2'Xk +'k 0,k =3,4.(.18b)
The assumption that private agents do not have money illusion
implies that all expenditure functions and savings functions are





















s2W, 1E(Y —) + 2EI. (2.19c)
Below we consider two special cases of the goods market
equilibrium conditions and the balance of payments equation. In both
special cases real outputs in both countries are assumed to always be at
their "full employment" or "natural" levels. In the first special case
it is assumed that balanced budget fiscal policy is used in each country
*
tofix the price of output in that country (dp =dp=0).Furthermore,
in each country the demand for the good produced in the other cOuntry is
assumed to be independent of the level of nominal spending—21—
(
= = == 0).Therefore, the trade account of the home
country is independent of nominal disposable incomes and nominalwealths.
In deviation form the balance of paymentsequation is
w =ode,
=X4 -= X4 + X4 > 0.
(2.20)
n is the effect of a depreciation of the home currency on the home trade
surplus. In the neighborhood of stationary equilibrium dw =wand
d(E - F=0.
In the second special case it is assumed thatoutput prices are
* flexibleand that G and G are equal to zero.In deviation form the goods













=- - x2Wx2W <0,
= + x2F+x2(N+)>0,
=y1X +>0, =- - y2(B
+M)-y2B <0,
*** > t









xk, k' and tk represent
the derivatives of the excess demand for home
goods, the excess demand for foreign goods, and the home trade surplus
with respect to the variables which appear as subscripts.--'
=l3
+> 0(= x4+> 0)is the effect of an increase in the
price of the home (foreign) good on excess demand for the foreign (home)
good given that home (foreign) nominal income is held constant. , , t
and t have the normal signs. The signs of
e' e' te and t, reflect the assumptions that increases in wealth lead
to increases in spending on both goods in both countries and that there
are no negative net foreign asset positions. We assume that there is
"local good preference;" home residents allocate a larger fraction of
increases in spending resulting from increases in wealth to home goods
than foreign residents (x2 >x2),
and foreign residents allocate a larger
fraction of increases in spending resulting from increases in wealth to-23—
foreign goods than home residents (y2 < With local good preference,
atransfer of wealth to home residents (dw >0)increases demand for the
home good and decreases demand for the foreign good
>0,< 0).
Itis convenient for what follows to obtain expressions for dp,
*













C1 ={fx2F + x2(N
+)][y2W










+ + 1x2(B+M)+ 0,
C4
= - 2)s2W + (s2
- >0,
C5 = s2Ws2W( + 2)(b7 - b.1)/t> 0,
C6 = s2(W
+I)( + x2W)/t > 0,




Assumptionsimposed above imply that
(, C3, C5 and C6 are positive. We
assume that responsivenesses of saving to wealthare the same in the two
countries Cs2 = sothat transfers of wealth betweencountries affect
the distribution but not the level ofworld saving. Under this
assumption C2 and C4 are positive. Sinceour assumptions imply that all
the coefficients in equations (2.22)are positive, the signs preceding
the coefficients indicate thesigns of the effects of changes in the
variables
The
relationships summarized by equations (2.22)are in accord with
intuition. First,. consider a transfer ofwealth from foreign residents
to home residents (dw >0).Given that the responsivenesses of
savings
to wealth are the same in the twocountries Cs2 = andthat there is






raises demand for home goods and lowers
demand for foreign goods by
amounts that are equal in absolute value. Anincrease in the price of
each good has an effect on excess demandfor that good that is greater in
absolute value than its effect on theexcess demand for the other good
(kI
> >
jx*).-iZJ'For example, an increase in P reduces
excess demand for home goods both by
increasing savings and by reducing
the home trade surplus; however, itincreases excess demand for the
foreign good only by increasing theforeign trade surplus which, of
course, is the negative of the home trade surplus.Therefore, the
* transfercauses P to rise and P to fall. The directeffect of the
transfer on the home trade surplus is toreduce it since foreigners-25-
spend less on home goods andhome residents spend more on foreign goods.
The indirect effect resulting from theinduced price changes reinforces
the directeffect)-"
Now consider a depreciation of the home currency(de >0).Given
* *
that all security positions are positive(B, F, B, F >0),the
depreciation increases demand for home goodsand decreases demand for
foreign goods. A given percentage increasein the price of home goods
has an effect on excess demand for home goodsthat is greater in absolute
value than the effect of the same percentage depreciation (pI
>e1)
and an effect on the excess demand for foreigngoods that is smaller in
absolute value than the effect of the same percentagedepreciation
< For example, if equation (2.17a) isdivided by P. then E and P
always enter as the ratio of E toP except in the terms for home and
foreign real wealth measured in home goods.Equiproportionate changes in
E and P lower real wealth. Similarly, a givenpercentage increase in the
priceof foreign goods has an effect on excessdemand for foreign goods
thatis greater in absolutevalue than the effect of the same percentage
depreciation(1I >eD
and an effect on excess demand for home goods
that is smaller in alsolute value than theeffect of the same percentage
depreciation (I <Ief)•
Therefore the depreciation causes p to
rise and p to fall.
A depreciation of the home currency increasesthe home trade
surplus if there is local asset preference [b7
=(M+B)/W>8/W=
b71,
as shown in equation (2.22c). Someintuition about this result can be
gained by considering two special cases.Assume temporarily that there
**
is no local asset preference [(M +B)/W=81W].Following a depreciation-26-
let P rise by enough to keep world wealthmeasured in home goods
* *
[(W+EW)/P]constant and let P fall by enough to keep world wealth
** measuredin foreign goods [(W +EW)/EP]constant. Then the relative
*
priceof the foreign good (EP/P) remainsconstant, and there is no change
in excess demand for either good or in the hometrade surplus. Now
assume again that there is local asset preference andassume temporarily
that there is no local good preference(x2 =2'
= Inthis case
the changes in P and P considered above lower homereal wealth measured
in both goods and raise foreign real wealth measured inboth goods.
However, the goods markets remain in equilibrium since theredistribution
of real wealth does not affect the excess demands forgoods. Thus, there
is no need for a change in the relativeprice of the foreign good and no
*
needfor further changes in P and P. The home tradesurplus increases
since foreign spending on home goods increases andhome spending on
foreign goods falls. According to equation (2.22c), the resultthat a
depreciation increases the trade surplus when there is localasset
preference is very general :it is independent of good preference and the
signs of security positions.
2.5. A distribution effect of a tradesurplus with goods prices fixed
If asset demands embody local assetpreference, a transfer of
wealth to home residents through a trade accountsurplus raises the
demand for home securities and lowers the demand forforeign securities.
In this subsection we spell out the implicationsof this distribution
effect of a trade surplus with goodsprices fixed. In this special case,
our model is similar to what some have called a"partial equilibrium"
model of exchange rate hehavior)—/—27-
Thefirst building block of the fixed price model is the balance
of payments equation from the first special case of the goods market
equilibrium conditions and the balance of payments equation.This




-= x4+ x4 > 0.
The w schedule in the left—hand panel of Figure 3 represents this
relationship. It slopes upward because a depreciation of the home
currency increases the home trade surplus and, therefore,increases home
asset accumulation (w). The long-run equilibrium exchange rate (e0) is
the only value of e for which the trade surplus and, therefore, asset
accumulation equal zero as indicated by the horizontal w =0schedule in
the right-hand panel of Figure 3. The horizontal arrows show the
direction of motion of w. When the home currency price of foreign
currency is too high (e > e0), the home country runs atrade surplus and
accumulates assets (w > 0).
The second building block of the fixed price model is the equation
for the expected rate of change of the exchange rate (c)impliedby asset
market equilibrium in the basic specification of asset markets. Solving
*










c = Cede+ cdw -
COMOdM
(2.24)
Ce =- be/I> ø





gives the effect of an expansionary open market
operation (d =- d> 0) on C.
The As schedule in the right—hand panel of Figure 3 is the asset
market equilibrium schedule under static expectations. It represents the
pairs of e and w that are compatible with asset market equilibrium given
that C is equal to zero. This schedule is downward sloping under the
assumption of local asset preference (b7 —b7
> 0). A transfer of wealth
to home residents raises the demand for home securities, so the home
currency must appreciate to reequilibrate the asset markets if C is to
remain unchanged. The more pronounced is local asset preference, that
is, the greater b7 -b7,the steeper is As.
The AR schedule is the asset market equilibrium schedule under
rational expectations given that exchange rate expectations are
compatible with the stability of long—run equilibrium. Under rational
expectations the As schedule is simply the schedule along which
C =e=0.The vertical arrows show the direction of motion of e.-30-
Above As there is excess demand for home assets with e =0,so the home
currency must be expected to depreciate (e >0)to equilibrate the asset
markets. Long—run equilibrium is a saddle point under rational
expectations as indicated by the arrows.--' Following a disturbance the
world economy will reach long—run equilibrium if and only if itmoves
along the unique saddle path represented by AR.
The effects of an unanticipated transfer of wealth from foreign
residents to home residents (w0 >= ) areshown in Figure 3. This
disturbance does not shift any of the schedules, tinder static
expectations the home currency appreciates (e05 < andthe home
country begins to run a trade deficit (w05 <0).As w falls, the home
currency depreciates. The economy moves along As back to long-run
equilibrium. Under rational expectations the home currency appreciates
but not as much as under static expectations(e05 <e0
< andthe
home country begins to run a trade account deficit but one which is
smaller than under static expectations(WO,S <w()
<0).Once again, as
w falls, the home currency depreciates. The economy moves alongAR back
to long—run equilibrium. When agents take account of the futurepath of
the exchange rate, the initial movement in this variable isdamped.
The effects of an unanticipated contractionaryopen market
operation are shown in Figure 4. This operation shifts the
As and AR
schedules down to A and A. Under both static and rationalexpectations
the home currency appreciates, and the home country begins torun a trade









(i < butthe exchange rate has the same value as in theinitial
long-run equilibrium (= . Whathappens is that the home interest
rate rises by enough to clear the homemoney market. This increase is
more than enough to reequilibrate the market for homesecurities, so home
wealth must decline to reequilibrate that market.
The effects of an unancticipated shift inspending in either
country from foreign to home goods is shown in Figure 5. This
disturbance shifts the w schedule, the w =0schedule, and the AR
schedule down to w', (w =0)',and A4. tinder static expectations there
is no effect on the exchange rateinitially e0 = butunder rational
expectations the home currency appreciates at once(eOR < tinder
both static and rational expectations the homecountry begins to run a
trade account surplus. In the new long-runequilibrium, e is lower
(< ) andhome wealth is higher (> emust fall in order to
reequilibrate the current account. With a lowere, w must be higher in
order to reequilibrate the market for homecurrency securities.
2.6. Distribution effects of the tradesurplus with goods prices flexible
If goods prices are flexible, not only localasset preference but
also local good preference is sufficient toinsure that a trade account
surplus has a distribution effect. In this subsectionwe spell out the
implications of the distribution effects of a tradesurplus with goods
prices flexible.-33-










The first building block of the flexible price model is the reduced












+ + > 0.
The w =0schedule in Figure 6 repesents the pairs of e and w for
which w equals zero. If there is local asset preference, it slopes
upward. An increase in w lowers home asset accumulation, so the home
currency must depreciate in order to increase it.If there is no local
asset preference, the w =0schedule is vertical since changes in the
exchange rate do not affect asset accumulation. The horizonal arrows
show the motion of w. Above the w =0schedule the home country runs a
trade surplus and accumulates assets.
The second building block of the flexible price model is the
reduced form equation for the expected rate of change of the exchange
rate (c) derived by solving equation (2.15c) for c and eliminating dp and
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COMOgives the effect of an expansionary open market
operation (dM =— dB>0)on e.
The As schedule in Figure 6 is the asset market equilibrium
schedule under static expectations. It represents the pairs ofe and w
that are compatible with asset market equilibrium given thatc is equal
to zero. If there is either local asset preference or local good
preference, the As schedule slopes downward. First consider the effect
of an increase in w.If there is local asset preference, this increase
in w raises the demand for home securities directly. If there is local
*
goodpreference, the increase in w raises P and lowers P as shown in
subsection 2.4. The net effect of these induced price changes is to
increase the demand for home securities as shown in subsection 2.3.
Thus, either local asset preference or local good preference is a
sufficient condition for an increase in w to raise the demand for home
securities. Now consider the effect of an appreciation of the home
currency, that is, a decrease in e. This decrease lowers the demand for
*
homesecurities directly. It also lowers P and raises P as shown in
subsection 2.4. The net effect of these induced price changes is to-37-
lower the demand for home securities. Thus, a decrease in e
unambiguously lowers the demand for home securities. If there is neither
local asset preference nor local good preference, the A5schedule is
horizontal.
The AR schedule is the asset market equilibrium schedule under
rational expectations given that exchange rate expectations are
compatible with the stability of long-run equilibrium. Under rational
expectations, the As schedule is just the e=0schedule. The
vertical arrows show the direction of motion of e. Above As there IS
excess demand for home assets with e =0,so the home currency must be
expected to depreciate. Long-run equilibrium is a saddle point under
rational expectations as indicated by thearrows.-'AR is the unique
saddle path aTong which the economy must move followng a disturbance in
order to reach long—run equilibrium.
The qualitative effects of a transfer of wealth to home residents
on e and w when there is local asset preference are the same whether or
not there is local good preference. These effects are shown in Figure 6.
This disturbance does not affect either of the schedules. Under both
static and rational expectations the home currency appreciates (e05 <
eOR
<is),
and the home country begins to run a trade deficit. The
economy moves along either As or ARbackto long-run equilibrium.
The qualitative effects of a contractionary open market operation
on e and w when there is local asset preference are also the same whether
or not there is local good preference. These effects are shown in Figure
7. The As and AR schedules are shifted down to A and A. Under both










home country begins to run a trade deficit. In contrast to the results
obtained with goods prices fixed both home wealth and the exchange rate
are lower in the long-run equilibrium. Since asset accumulation now
depends on w as well as e and since w has declined, e need not return all
the way to its initial value in order to raise asset accumulation to
zero.
While the qualitative behavior of the nominal exchange rate is the
same with local asset preference whether or not there is local good
preference, the behavior of the terms of trade or real exchange rate
*
(EP/P)differs in the two cases. We illustrate this result with the case
of a transfer of wealth. At the outset note that for this disturbance
the real exchange rate is unaffected in the new long-run equilibrium.
Then focus attention on the impact effects and the adjustment paths.
First suppose that there is local good preference. It follows from
equations (2.22a) and (2.22b) that an increase in w raises P and lowers
*
P.It also follows from these equations that an appreciation of the




As a result the impact effect of the transfer of wealth must be an
appreciation of the real exchange rate,so the real exchange rate must
depreciate along the adjustment path. Now suppose there is no local good
preference. Increases in w and changes in the nominal exchange rate have
no effect on the real exchange rate, so the real exchange rate remains
unaffected by the transfer of wealth. This is a case of nominal exchange
rate dynamics without real exchange rate dynamics.-40-
The effects of a wealth transfer and an open market operation on e
and w when there is local good preference hut no local asset preference
are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The only qualitative difference in the
effects on e and w in this case is that the long—run equilibrium value of
w is unchanged by an open market operation because asset accumulation is
independent of the exchange rate.
An interesting special case arises when there is local good
preference but no local asset preference and when open market operations
are employed to peg nominal interest rates in both countries. In this
*
specialcase movements in P and P do not affect asset market equilibrium.
The effects of a wealth transfer are shown in Figure 10 in which the As
and AR schedules are horizontal. A transfer of wealth has no effect on
the nominal exchange rate. However, it follows from equations (2.22a)
and (2.22b) that it does affect the real exchange rate.The impact
*
effectof the transfer is to raise P and lower P. These variables return
to their original values as home residents decumulate wealth. This is a
case of real exchange rate dynamics without nominal exchange rate
dynamics.
The effects of a wealth transfer and an open market operation when
there is neither local asset preference nor local good preference are
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The A and AR schedules are horizontal even
though interest rates are not pegged. There are neither nominal nor real
exchange rate dynamics. A transfer of wealth has no effect on the
exchange rate, but the home country begins to run a trade account
deficit. An open market operation causes the home currency to appreciate
immediately to its new long-run equilibrium value and has no effect on























2.7. Negative net foreign asset positions and stability
A negative net foreign asset position is a net debt of residentsof
one country denominated in the currency of the other country
*
(For B <0).Several writers have suggested that negative net foreign
asset positions alone can be a source of dynamicinstability.--"
According to an alternative view presented in this subsection,negative
net foreign asset positions are not an independent sourceof instability.
Instability can arise only under nonrational expectations orbecause of
destabilizing specul ati on
The exposition is simplified by retaining the assumption oflocal
** ** *
assetpreference [(M +B)/W>B/Wand, therefore, (N +F)/W>F/W].
This assumption taken together with our other assumptions impliesthat
only net foreign asset positions can be negative: netdomestic asset
positions are always positive (M +B,N +F>0).W, W, ,, I =
_ * *
andN =Nare all positive. If B and F are positive, B and F maybe
**
negative.However, if there is local asset preference, M +Band N +F
* *
muststill be positive. If B and F are negative, B and F and, therefore,
**
M+Band N +Farepositive.
Suppose goods prices are fixed. The w and w =0schedules are the
same as those shown in Figure 3 whether or not there are negativenet
foreign asset positions because net foreign asset positions do notenter
the balance of payments equation.
In contrast, the slope of the asset market equilibrium schedule
under static expectations (As) may be different when there are negative
net foreign asset positions.A5 is downward sloping asin Figure 3 in-46-
the "normal" case.In this case, a depreciation of the home currency
raises the value of crequiredto clear the asset markets (Ce > 0). As
shown by (2.24), since b7 > t7,anincrease in w raises the value of c
requiredto clear the asset markets (c > 0). Thus, an increase in w
must be matched by an appreciation of the home currency if the asset
markets are to remain in equilibrium. However, theA schedule is upward
sloping as in Figure 12 in the "perverse" case.In this case, a
depreciation of the home currency lowers the value of e required to clear
the asset markets (Ce < 0). An increase in w must be matched bya
depreciation of the home currency if the asset markets are to remain in
equilibrium.
The restriction required for the normal case(Ce > 0) is always
satisfied if there are no negative net foreign asset positions
* *
(F, B > 0).When F and B are positive, a depreciation of the home
currency unambiguously raises the demand for home securities > 0)
because it raises home and foreign wealth.The restriction required for
* thenormal case may be violated if either F or B is negative and is
definitely violated if both are negative. If F is negative, a
depreciation lowers home residents' wealth and, therefore, reduces their
*
demandfor home securities. If B is negative, a depreciation raises
foreign residents' wealth. However, their demand for home securities
falls as their wealth rises.
We investigate the stability of long—run equilibrium by analyzing
an unanticipated transfer of wealth from foreign residents to home
residents. Long—run equilibrium is stable under static expectations in





which is summarized in Figure 3, applies without modification. In the
normal case negative net foreign asset positions do not alter the
qualitative effects of wealth transfers and exchange rate changes on c.
Long—runequilibrium is definitely unstable under static expectations in
the perverse case as shown in Figure 12. The transfer of wealth from
foreign residents to home residents (w0 > raisesdemand for home
securities. In the perverse case, asset market equilibrium is restored
by a depreciation (e05 > ratherthan an appreciation of the home
currency, and the home country begins to run a trade surplus (w05 >0).
As w rises, the home currency depreciates further. The economy moves
along As away from long—run equilibrium.-'
If speculation is stabilizing, long-run equilibrium is stable under
rational expectations in both the normal and perverse cases.--" As the
arrows in Figures 3 and 12 indicate, long—run equilibria are saddle
points under rational expectations. What is remarkable is that this
result holds not only in the normal case but also in the perverse case.
It is usual to find that if long-run equilibrium is stable under static
expectations, it is a saddle point under rational expectations. However,
here long-run equilibrium is a saddle point under rational expectations
even if it is unstable under static expectations.
under rational expectations the exchange rate jumps to clear the
asset markets, just as it did under static expectations. Following a
transfer, the world economy reaches long-run equilibrium if and only if
it moves along the unique saddle path represented by AR in Figure 3 in
the normal case and by AR in Figure 12 in the perverse case. If the
bidding of market participants causes the exchange rate to jump to eOR-49-
the exchange rate on the ARschedule corresponding to w0, it willbe said
that speculation is stabilizing.When speculation is stabilizing,the
home currency appreciates, and long-run
equilibrium is stable no matter
what the sign of ce. If the exchangerate remains unchanged at e0 or
jumps to any value otherthan eOR it will be said that speculationis
destabilizing. When speculation isdestabilizing, long—run equilibrium
is unstable, as indicated by the arrowsin Figures 3 and 12. Under
rational expectations, instability canarise only because of
destabilizingspeculation and not because of perversevaluation effects
associated with negative net foreignasset positiofl5.'
Nowsuppose goods prices areflexible. The w =0schedule is
upward sloping as in Figure6 whether or not there are negativenet
foreign asset positions. An increasein w reduces the home trade
surplus. If the trade surplusis to be restored to its previouslevel
the home currency must depreciateunder our assumption of local asset
preference.
With goods prices flexible, just aswith goods prices fixed, the
slope of the asset market equilibriumschedule under static expectations
(As) may be differentwhen there are negative net foreign asset
positions. As is downward sloping asin Figure 6 in the normal case.In
this case, a depreciation of the home currencyraises the value of c
required to clear the asset markets (c>0).As shown by (2.25), the
net impact of the direct and indirect
effects of an increase in w is to
raise the value of c required to clearthe asset markets (c, >0).Thus,
an increase in w must bematched by an appreciation of the home currency
if the asset markets are to remain in equilibrium.However, the A







this case, a depreciation of the home currency lowers the value of c
requiredto clear the asset markets (c< 0).An increase in w must be
matched by a depreciation of the home currency if the asset markets are
to remain in equilibrium.
The restriction required for the normal case (c> 0)is always
satisfied if there are no negative net foreign asset positions
*
(F,B >0).A depreciation of the home currency raises the demand for
home securities directly by raising home and foreign wealth e >0)and
indirectly by raising the price of home goods thereby raising thehome
interest rate and by lowering the price of foreign goods thereby lowering
the foreign interest rate. The restriction required for the normal case
*
maybe violated if either F or B is negative. It has been shown above
that the direct effect of a depreciation on the demand for home
securities may be perverse e <0)if F oris negative and is
definitely perverse if both are negative. The indirect effects may also
be perverse: the price of home goods may fall if F is negative; the
*
price of foreign goods may rise if B is negative. With goods prices
fixed, a necessary and sufficient condition for the slope of As to be
perverse is that the direct effect of a depreciation onthe demand for
home securities be perverse e<0).However,with goods prices
flexible,6e <o is neithera necessary nor a sufficient condition for
theslope of A to be perverse. For example, suppose residents of both
countries have negative netforeign asset positions (F, B <0)andthat
thereis no local good preference (x2 =x2and y2 =y2).
Under those
circumstances the direct effect of a depreciation is perverse 6e <
butthe indirect effects are normal, so the overall effect is
indeterminate.-52-
The results of stability analysis with goods prices flexible are
similar to those with goods prices fixed. Long—run equilibrium is stable
under static expectations in the normal case. The analysis of a wealth
transfer in subsection 2.6, which is summarized in Figure 6, applies
without modification since in the normal case negative net foreign asset
positions do not alter the qualitative effects of wealth transfers and
exchange rate changes on e. Long—run equilibrium is definitely unstable
under static expectations in the perverse case as shown in Figure 13
because the A schedule is steeper than the w =0schedule..L! The
S
transfer of wealth to home residents (w0 > leads to a depreciation of
the home currency (e05 > and a trade surplus (WOS > 0), and the
economy moves along As away from equilibrium. 'If speculation is
stabilizing, long—run equilibrium is stable under rational
expectations in both the normal and perverse cases..?" As the arrows in
Figures 6 and 13 indicate, long—run equilibria are saddle points under
rational expectations. The unique saddle path is represented byAR
Figure 6 in the normal case and by ARm Figure 13 in the perverse case.
When speculation is stabilizing, the exchange rate jumps toeOR. The
home currency appreciates, and long—run equilibrium is stable no matter
what the sign of c.Whenspeculation is destabilizing, the exchange
rate remains unchanged or jumps to some value other thaneOR. and long—
run equilibrium is unstable. No matter whether goods prices are fixed or
flexible, under rational expectations instability can arise only because
of destabilizing speculation and not because ofperverse valuation
effects associated with negative net foreign asset positions.-1- 53-.
3. The Microeconomic foundations of asset demands in open economies
3.1. Overview
Demand equations for assets denominated in different currencies
are based on the solution to a maximization problem faced by an
individual investor. One specification of the problem is very common.
The investor consumes a bundle of goods each of which is produced in a
different country and priced in the currency of the country in which it
is produced. In each currency denomination there is a security with a
fixed nominal value and a certain nominal return. The investor has
initial holdings of some or all of the securities and an uncertain
stream of future labor income. Percentage changes in goods prices and
exchange rates are assumed to follow "geometric Brownian motion." This
assumption implies that successive percentage changes in these variables
areindependently distributed no matter how short the time interval and
that the levels of the variables are log normally distributed. The
investormaximizes the expected value of discounted lifetime utility.
In early analyses of portfolio selection in a closed economy, the
specification of the investor's maximization problem was simplified by
several assumptions.-" First, it was assumed that the portfolio
allocation decision in each period was separable from the saving
decision. Under this assumption the optimal portfolio rule could be
obtained by maximizing the expected utility of return in each period.
Second, no distinction was made between nominal and real returns because
the price level was assumed to be fixed. Third, it was assumed either
that uncertain asset returns were normally distributed or that utility
was quadratic in pártfolio return. Fourth, it was assumed that there-54-
was an asset with a known return, the "safe" asset. Theseassumptions
yielded the classic portfolio separation results.
More recent analyses of portfolio selection and saving in the
closed economy have employed the tools of stochastic calculus.-'An
implicit solution for a general version of the investor's lifetime
utility maximization problem has been obtained by applying the
"Fundamental Theorem of Stochastic Dynamic Programming" and Ito'sLemma
on stochastic differentials. In this general case the portfolio
allocation problem is not separable from the saving decision and the
classic portfolio separation results do not hold.
Recognizing the implications of some special assumptions in the
more recent continuous time framework provides some perspective on
earlier contributions. The assumption that the investor'sinstantaneous
utility function exhibits constant relative risk aversion implies that
the portfolio allocation decision is separable from thesaving
decision." It iscomforting to know that the separability of these
decisions, which was simply assumed in earlier contributions, is implied
by a class of utility functions. The assumption that thepercentage
changes in asset prices follow geometric Brownian motion so that the
prices themselves are log normally distributed implies the classic
portfolio separation resu1ts.-' The very similar assumption that
percentage returns are normally distributed yields these separation
results in the earlier analyses.
The investor in the open economy must take account of both
exchange rate and price index uncertainty.-' Although a foreign
security has a certain nominal return denominated in foreigncurrency,
its nominal return in home currency is uncertain.Uncertainty about—55—
real returns arises not only because future values of exchanges rate are
unknown but also because future values of the price index used to
deflate nominal wealth are unknown. Exchange rate and price index
changes are related in general, and the covariance between nominal
returns inclusive of exchange rate changes and price index changes plays
an important role in portfolio choice in an open economy. Changing the
stochastic specification of the price index can have significant effects
on this important covariance.
We begin by laying out a basic model with two assets, a home
security and a foreign security, in subsection 3.2. The implications of
a popular specification of the price index are spelled out in subsection
3.3. In subsection 3.4 we show the effect of imposing relative
purchasing power parity on this popular specification, and in section
3.5 we trace out some consequences of violating the law of one price.
Subsection 3.6 contains a three asset model that is generalized in
subsection 3.7. Finally, in subsection 3.8 we illustrate the
integration of money into the open economy portfolio allocation problem.
3.2. Asset demands in a two asset model with the exchange rate and the
homeprice index stochastic
Analysis of demands for assets denominated in different currencies
withthe tools of stochastic calculus has usually proceeded under two
simplifying assumptions. First, it has beenassumed that percentage
changesin prices follow geometric Brownian motion. Second, it has been
assumed that the instantaneous utility function exhibits constant
relative risk aversion rIJ() =(i/y),where is real consumption, and
y <1].Under these assumptions, the solution for optimal wealth-56-
allocation is the same as the one implied by maximization of an
objective function that is linear in expected return and variance of
return. Thus, the consumer can be viewed as deciding on the allocation
of his wealth by maximizing the objective function
V =E(dW/W)-(1/2)R[var(dW/1)]. (3.1)
J is real wealth, and R is the coefficient of relative risk aversion
1-•U"()/U'()=1-y].
Inthe two asset model, a home resident allocates a fraction xof
his nominal wealth W to foreign (currency) securities F and the remaining
fraction 1 -x tohome (currency) securities B:
=EF, (3.2a)
(1 -x)W=B. (3.2b)
The exchange rate E is the home currency price of foreign currency. Home
and foreign securities are short bonds and have certain nominal returns




Real wealthis nominal wealth deflated by the relevant price index 0:
=w/Q = (B+EF)/Q (3.4)
Below we will discuss the alternative assumptions about the stochastic
properties of 0 that have been made by different authors. For what
follows it is useful to note that equations (3.2) and equation (3.4)
imply that
=01W=XO/EF=(1-x)0/B. (3.5)











are the means and and are the variances of the stochastic
processes. Ze and Zqarestandard normal random variables, so dZeand
dZq are Wiener processes orBrownian motion often referred to in the
literature as "Gaussian white noise." The covariance between the
stochastic processes is denoted byqe•
The investor's objective
function depends on the mean and variance of the stochastic process
followed by the percentage change in real wealth d/t. In order to find
dW/, we make use of Ito's Lemma. Let H =J(K1,...,
K,t) be a twice
continuously differentiable function defined on RnX[O,00). Suppose the K1
follow geometric Brownian motion:-58-
dK1/K. =,r1dt + i=1,...,n. (3.8)
According to Ito's Lema the stochastic differential of H is given by
dH (J/K1)dK1 +(aJ/t)dt+(1/2)(a2d/aK.aK.)dK.dK., (3.9)
and the product dKdK is defined by
dz1dz. =r1dt
i,j =1,...,n, (3.lOa)
dzdt =0, i =1,...,n, (3.lOh)
where is the instantaneous correlation coefficient between the l1iener
processes dz and dz.-!
The stochastic differential of real wealth dW is derived from the
expression for real wealth (B +EF)/f)in equation (3.4). d is equal to
the conventional first differential of this expression plus one half





Note that Visnot explicitly dependent on time, so there is no dt in the
stochastic differential.
Multiplying equation (3.11) by 1/a, taking account of the
relationships in (3.5), and combining terms yields an expression for
d/i:
d/t= (1-x)dB/B+ xdF/F + AdElE- dO/O
+ (1/2)[— 2(1 -x)(dQ/O)(dB/B)-2x(dO/Q)(dF/F)
-2A(dE/E)(dF/F)-2x(dQ/Q)(dE/E) + 2(dQ/Q)2]. (3.12)
Application of Ito's Lema to the products of the stochastic
processes yields





is defined as a1ar1 is the covariance.
The following example shows how the terms in (3.13) follow from Ito's
Lemma. The product of (3.6) and (3.7) is
(dQ/Q)(dE/E) =lrqcdt2 +lrqaedtdze + qdtdZq + aqaedzqdze.
(3.14)-60-
Thefirst term on the right hand side is second order ofmagnitude,
approximately zero. The product dtdz is zero becausedz is white
noise. Therefore, the second and third terms disappear. Since the
variance of a continuous time process is proportional to time, the
standard deviation term dz is of the order of magnitude of thesquare
root of dt.-1 Therefore, the last term becomes
apedzpdze =apaerpedt
=
Thus(3.14) reduces to the expression for (dQ/O)(dE/E) in (3.13b).
The final expression for d/iI is obtained by substitutingequations (3.3),
(3.6), (3.7), and (3.13) into equation (3.12):









The expected value of dci/ is given by the coefficient of dt since the
expected value of the dz1 terms is zero:














The home consumer maximizes his objective function
V =E(d/t)-(1/2)R[var(dQ/W)] (3.1)
with respect to his choice variable x,theshare of foreign securities





The home investor's demands for foreign and home securities are
given by equations (3.2) which are repeated here for convenience:
EF =xW, (3.2a)
B =(1—x)W, (3.2b)
where x is given by equation (3.18). The partial derivatives of these
demands for securities with respect to the expected return differential




As risk aversion or the variance of the exchange rate increases, demands for
securities become less sensitive to changes in the expected return differential-62-
Ina model with two securities, the securities must begross
substitutes:
aEF/a( + = W/Rc=— aB/a(+c), (3.21a)
aEF/al =— W/Rci=— aB/ai.
(3.2]b)
However, we show below that in a model with threesecurities, the
securities need not be gross substitutes.
3.3. Implications of a popular specification ofthe home price index
Additional results can be obtained byassuming a particular






Pis the home currency price of home goods. P isthe foreign currency
price of foreign goods. The "law of one price" holds,so the domestic
*
currencyprice of foreign goods is EP. is the share of expenditure
devoted to foreign goods.
The exchange rate follows the stochasticprocess (3.6), and the








and are the means and and are the variances of the price
processes. dz and dz areBrownian motion. The covariance between the
two price processes is p. The covariancesof the exchange rate
process with the two price processesare pe and e We note here in
passing that equations (3.6) and (3.22) implythat purchasing power
*
parity(P =EP)does not hold in general. We return to this pointin
subsection 3.4.
In subsection 3.2 we specified a stochastic processfor the domestic
price index 0. In this subsection thestochastic process for Q is implied
by the specification of the price index given byequation (3.21) and the
*
stochasticprocesses for E, P. and P given by equations(3.6), (3.22), and
(3.23) respectively. In subsection 3.2 we showedthat the only parameter
of the stochastic process for Q that enters the optimalportfolio rule is
the covariance of this process with the stochastic processfor the exchange
rate qe The expression for qe implied by equations(3.21), (3.6), (3.22),
and (3.23) is obtained by applying Ito's Lemma twice.First, it is used to
find dQ/Q. Then, it is employed to evaluate the product(dO/Q)(dE/E):
(dQ/Q)(dE/E) =[(1—
8)Ppe








The specification of the home price indexgiven by equation (3.21)
implies that the optimal portfolio rule depends on the share ofexpenditure




In section 2 it was shown that the properties ofportfolio balance models
with postulated asset demands depend criticallyon whether there is local
asset preference. It seems clear that there is local assetpreference
in most countries. A widely accepted explanation forlocal asset
preference is that foreigners allocate a larger share of theirportfolios
to foreign assets than home residents becausethey devote a larger share
of their expenditure to foreign goods. Therefore, it isinteresting to
ask whether the portfolio rule of equation (3.26)implies a positive
association between the share of wealth devoted toforeign securities x
and the share of expenditure devoted to foreigngoods .
Itturns out that x does not necessarily rise whenincreases.










An increase in the correlation between the price index and the
exchange rate qe raises A if and only if the coefficient ofrelative
risk aversion R is greater than one.If E is the only stochastic
variable so that pe = =0,then an increase indefinitely
raisesqe
In this case,R >1is a necessary and sufficient
condition for an increase into raise A.— If E, P and P are all
stochastic variables, the analysis is somewhat more complicated.
In this case, R >1implies that an increase inraises Aifand
only if an increase inraisesqe
Presumably pe >0and e <
soPqe/a >0if and only if the exchange rate variance is larger
than the sumofthe absolute values of the covariances of the exchange
rate with the two prices.-"The result that aA/aPqe >0if and only
if R >1arises because real wealth is the ratio of twostochastic
variables, nominal wealth and the price index. Applying Ito's Lema
to this ratio yields an expression for the mean of the percentage




is included in the numerator of the portfoliorule.--'
The portfolio rule (3.19) can be rewritten in two intuitively
appealing forms whenever the exchange rate and the price index follow
geometric Brownian motion. This rule can be rewritten in a third
intuitively appealing fom in the special case of the popular
specification of the price index in (3.22).
The optimal portfolio rule (3.19) can be viewed as a weighted
average of the minimum variance portfolio rule and the logarithmic or
"international investor's" portfolio rule.'1 The minimum variance
portfolio rule (AM) is obtained by minimizing (3.17) with respect to A:—66-
AM = (3.30)
If the investor's utility function is logarithmic [U() =ln],then





This rule has often been referred to as the internationalinvestor's
portfolio rule because it is independent of expenditure shares. The





+c - i)]. (3.32)
As the coefficient of relative risk aversion Rapproaches infinity the
optimal rule approaches the minimum variance rule. As Rapproaches one
the optimal rule approaches the logarithmic rule. Thecovariance term
qeenters only through the minimum variance portfolio, and thereturn
differential enters only through the logarithmic portfolio.
The optimal portfolio can also be written as thesum of the
minimumvariance portfolio and a zero net worth "speculative"
portfolio...Z!Writing the shares of the optimal portfolio in terms
of deviations from the shares of minimum varianceportfolio yields-67-




+ c— — (3.33b)
The shares of the minimum variance portfolio, AMand 1 -
AM,sum to




must sum to zero.
Finally, in the special case of the popular specificationof the
price index in (3.22), the optimal portfolio canbe written as the sum
of an "expenditureshare" portfolio and two zero net worth portfolios.
Inthis case
'qe
j5givenby (3.25).Therefore, the minimumvariance
portfoliocan be written as the sum of the expenditureshare portfolio




1— AM= 1— —(1/a)[(1— e1•
(3.35b)
The expenditure shares sum to unity. Therefore, theshares of the hedge




mustsum to zero. Note that if E is the onlystochastic variable so
that
pe
=0,then the minimum variance sharesare simply the
expenditure shares. If E, P. and P are stochastic, theminimum
variance shares deviate from theexpenditure shares when exchange
rate changes are associated with changes ingoods prices. Substituting
equations (3.35) into equations (3.33) confirmsthat the optimal
portfolio can be written as the sum of theexpenditure share portfolio,
the hedge portfolio, and the speculativeportfolio. Of course, the
hedge portfolio and the speculative portfoliocould be added together
so that the optimal portfolio could beexpressed as the sum of the
expenditure share portfolio and a singlezero net worth portfolio.
3.4.Implicationsof relative purchasingpower parity
* Whenseparate stochastic processes are specified forE, P, and P as
* in subsection3.3, the relative price of foreigngoods (EP/P) is free to
vary. Here we explore the implications of assuming thatrelative
purchasing power parity holds, that is, that therelative price of
* * theforeign good is constant (EP/P =k,so E =kP/P).Given
relative PPP the stochastic differential ofE is
****2 ** dE/E = (dP/P) - (dP/P) + (dP/P)— (dP/P)(dp/p). (3.37)
** **2 ** Substitutingin expressions for dP/P, dP/P, (dP/P),and(dP/P)(dp/p)
obtained using (3.22), (3.23) and Ito'sLemma yields
2
dE/E =(r - +— P)dt + adz-












(dP/P)(dE/E) =(—+ p)dt. (3.40c)
Thus, the variance of the exchange rate and the covariancesof the two
prices with the exchange rate are
2







It has been argued that when relative PPP holds, the investor does
not face exchange risk.-' It is true that c,
ape'
and e can be-70-
eliminated from the optimal portfolio rule (3.26) with theuse of the




+- 2)J{i+- 71* + a*-p;
-i+(R- - (3.42)
However, whether this observation confirms the view that the investor
does not face exchange risk is a question of semantics. Other
expressions for the optimal portfolio besides (3.42) are consistent with
relative PPP. For example, using the relationships in (3.41)to solve
fore in terms of andpe substituting the result into





in which and do not appear. All that relative PPP
implies is that E, P, and P are tied together so that specification of
stochastic processes for any two of the three variablesimplies a
stochastic process for the third.
3.5. Price index -exchangerate covariance and the law of one price
The optimal portfolio rule depends on the covariance betweenthe
priceindex and the exchange rate
'qeunless the coefficient of relative
risk aversion equals one.In their survey of the literature on—71—
international portfolio diversification, Adler and Dumes (1983) report
that for many countries the covariance between the consumer price index
and the exchange rate is low in monthly data. This finding suggests
that it is worth asking what might cause the covariance to be low.
In exploring for possible causes of a low price index -exchange
rate covariance it is useful to adopt a general specification of the
price index, one in which neither relative PPP nor the lawof one price
is imposed. Suppose that the home currency price of foreign goods is
equal to the product of the exchange rate E, the foreign currency price
of foreign goods, and a variable representing the (proportional)
deviation from the law of one price V:
=EPV. (3.44)





The exchange rate, the price of home goods, and the price of foreign
goods follow the stochastic processes (3.6), (3.22), and (3.23)






The expression forqe implied by equations (3.45), (3.6), (3.22),
(3.23), and (3.46) is obtained by applying Ito's Lemmatwice, first to
find dQ/Q and then to evaluate (dQ/Q)(dE/E):-i
(dO/Q)(dE/E) {(1 —pe




+ + +ve (3.48)
Given that =aar1'qe







If goods prices are nonstochastic or if the correlationsof F with P and
*
Pare zero, zero covariance between E and 0 implies that the correlation
between the exchange rate and the deviation from the law ofone price
must satisfy:
rye =- ae/av. (3.50)
If ae =av.a perfect negative correlation between E and V makes the




=o impliessystematic deviations from the law of
one price. In more general circumstances, condition (3.49)might be
satisfied even if there were no deviations from the law ofone price.-73-
3.6. Asset demands in a three asset model with exchange rates and the
price Index stochastic
In the two asset model of subsection 3.2 assets are gross
substitutes as they are in all two asset models. However, in models with
three or more assets, the possibility arises that some assets may be
complements. Whether assets are substitutes or complements depends on
the association between the returns on the assets. If the Interest rate
on the first asset rises and the returns on the second and third assets
are highly correlated, the demand for second asset may rise while the
demand for the third asset falls, or vice versa.
In this subsection we spell out the conditions under which assets
are complements in a three asset generalization of the two asset model of
subsection 3.2. The objective function V is given by equation (3.1).
The investor allocates a proportion A1 of his nominal wealth W to the
firstforeign security F1, a proportion A2 to the second foreign security
F2, and the remainder to the home security B:
A1W = E1F1, (3.Sla)
= E2F2, (3.51b)
(1 - A1A2)W = B. (3.Slc)
E1, i=1,2, isthe home currency price of foreign currencyI. The
firstforeign security, the second foreign security, and the home






































Calculating the stochastic differential ofusing Ito's Lemma,
dividing through by ,andsubstituting in the expressions in (3.56)



















The expected value and variance of dW/W are given by
E(d/) =(1-x1 -x2)i + A111
+)212+A1c1+ A2c2 -
+ - X1Pq1 (3.58a)





Substituting these expressions into the objectivefunction (3.1) and
setting the partial derivatives withrespect to A1and A2 equal to zero
yields two equations in
A1 and A2:





Theseequations can be rewritten in matrix form:








L12 LA2], L2 +C2 -1]' Pq2
￿ is the variance-covariance matrix forexchange rate changes.A is the
vectorof the portfolio shares devoted tothe first and second foreign
securities.tS isthe vector of differentials between theexpected
nominal returns on the first and secondforeign securities and the home
security. pisthe vector of covariances of theprice index with the two
exchange rates.—77—
The portfolio rule can be obtained by inverting R:
A= [(R—1)/RJ.f1p+(1/R)f1s. (3.61)
This rule is analogous to the rule obtained in the two asset model. The
share of wealth devoted to a single foreign security is replaced by a
vector of shares. The inverse of the variance of exchange rate changes
is replaced by the inverse of the varince-covariance matrix of changesin
exchange rates. The single expected nominal return differentialis
replaced by the vector of expected nominal return differentials.The
covariance of the price index with one exchange rate is replaced by a
vector of covariances of the price index with exchange rates.
In equation (3.60) the optimal portfolio shares are expressed as
a weighted average of the shares of the minimum variance portfolio
=cfpand the logarithmic portfolio =c11o.The structure of the
logarithmic and minimum variance portfolios in the three assetmodel is
analogous to the structure of those portfolios in the two asset example:
return differentials enter only the logarithmic portfolio and covariances
of the price index with exchange rates enter only the minimum variance
portfolio.
The portfolio rule can also be written as the sum of the minimum
variance portfolio =cipand a zero net worth speculative portfolio
=c(6-
x=ci1p+(1/R)c1(6-p). (3.62)
-p isa vector of expected real return differentials.-78-
In a three asset model it is possible forassets to be complements.
The partial derivatives of the threesecurity demand functions (3.51)




3A2W/3i1 =- {W(a1/a2)r12J/Ra(1-r2), (3.63b)
-- = - - (a1/a2)r12J/Ra(1-r2). (3.63c)
An increase in the nominal returnon the first foreign security raises
the demand for that security, asalways. The two other assets are
gross substitutes for the first foreign security if bothcross partials
are negative, that is, if the correlation betweenthe nominal returns on
the two foreign securities, which isjust the correlation between the two
exchange rates, is positive but less than
y2/c,1.Ifthe two exchange
rates are positively correlated and havevariances that are roughly
equal, the three securities are definitelygross substitutes. Negative
correlation between the two exchange ratesimplies that the two foreign
securities are complements. Positive correlationand a large enough
value of 11a2 imply that the firstforeign security and the home
security are complements. Thus, in a three assetmodel, making the
assumption that the assets are gross substitutes isequivalent to
imposing restrictions on the correlations betweenthe nominal returns on
assets.-79-
3.7 Asset demands in a general model with exchange rates and the price
index stochastic
The three asset model can be easily generalized to the case in
which there are N foreign securities and a home security. By analogy the
optimal portfolio rule can be written in two ways:
=[(R-1)/R]1p+(1/R)f1, (3.64a)
A =2'p+(1/R)ci1(ss-e). (3.64b)
=c4pis the minimum variance portfolio, = isthe logarithmic
portfolio, and = - e)is the zero net worth speculative
portfolio. A is the N dimensional column vector of the shares of the N
foreign securities in the optimal portfolio. c is the NxN variance—
covariance matrix for the changes in the N exchange rates, which are
defined as foreign currency prices of the home currency. p is the N
dimensional vector of covariances of the price index with the N exchange
rates. ô is the N dimensional vector of return differentials, n +n
-
n=1,...,N.A.M'AL' and are all N dimensional vectors. For the rules
A, 2M' and AL' the home security share is one minus the sum of the N
foreign security shares; for the rule the home security share is the
negative of the sum of the N foreign security shares.
The basic structure of the general model is the same as that of the
two and three asset models. The logarithmic portfolio is not sensitive
to the choice of assumption regarding price index dynamics. However, the
minimum variance portfolio is sensitive to this choice. Different-80-
assumptionsabout price index dynamics made by various analysts are
reflected in different pvectors.
3.8. Integrating money into the microeconomic theory of asset demands
The portfolio rules of subsections 3.2 to 3.7 are rules for
allocatingnominal wealth among interest bearing securities. If the mean
and variance of the change in real wealth are the only arguments in the
objectivefunction, non interest bearing money is not held in portfolios
because it is dominated by securities denominated in the same currency
that pay a certain nominal return. Money has been integrated into the
microeconomic theory of asset demands by assuming that real money
balances enter the investor's objective function. Some analysts justify
the procedure by arguing that real balances as well as goods are inputs
into a "production function" for consumption, so utility can be expressed
as a function of real balances and goods.-' Others argue that an
investor with higher real balances has more leisure because he need
make fewer trips to the bank.-1 There is a lively debate about whether
it is useful to assume that real balances enter the investor's objective
function. We make no attempt to summarize that debate here.-1 Rather
we report some of the results that have been derived under the assumption
that real balances enter the investor's objective function.
The investor's augmented objective function is assumed to be the
sum of V in equation 3.1 and a function of real balances Z(M/0), where
Z'> 0and Z"< 0:
= E(d/W) -(l/2)R[var(dW/)} + Z(M/Q). (3.65)-81-
The investor allocates a proportion Aofhis nominal wealth to foreign




(1 -A- = B. (3.66c)










Substituting the expressions (3.67) into V ,notingthat
M/Q =W/Q,and setting the partial derivatives with respect
to A and pequalto zero yields







Solving (3.68a) for the share of foreign securities A yields exactly the
same expression as the one in equation (3.1), which is derived from the-82-
twoasset model with no money. Equation (3.68b) implies a value for the
share of moneygiven values for W/Q and i. Below we assume some
specific forms for the function Z(M/Q) and solve explicitly for p. The
share of home securities is determined as a residual.
The optimal portfolio has some interesting properties. The
investor can be viewed as making his portfolio allocation decision in two
steps. First, he divides his portfolio between foreign securities and
total home assets, money and securities, according to equation (3.68a).
Then, he expands his money holdings until equation (3.68b) is satisfied.
The rest of the portfolio goes into home securities. A change in wealth
or the home interest rate alters the holdings of all assets, but a change
in the foreign interest rate affects only holdings of home and foreign
securities. Changes in the transactions demand for money are changes in
Z'. Since these changes do not affect equation (3.68a), the resulting
adjustments in money holdings are matched one for one by adjustments in
home security holdings. All of these properties are reflected in the
basic specification of asset markets of section 2, except that in the
basic specification money demand does not depend on wealth.
Assuming specific forms for Z(M/Q) makes it possible to solve
explicitly for p or the demand for real balances. First, suppose
Z(M/Q) =aln(M/Q).-3"Then Z' =a/(M/Q),and according to (3.68b) the
demand for real balances is
M/Q =(/i)(W/Q). (3.69)-83-




If the underlying utility function displays constant relative risk
aversion, U() =/y, thesolution of the lifetime consumption problem
implies that optimal real consumptionis a constant fraction of real




withreal consumption as the "activity" variable.
Under an alternative set of assumptions money demand depends on
real income V. Suppose that a measure of real transactions is given by
kV and that the augmented objective function V is equal to the sum of V
in equation (3.1) and a function that is linear homogeneous in real
balances i and real transactions Z =(k)1where 0 << 1. In this
case Z =(k?)'tand money demand is given by
1
=k?(,p/i)1The arguments of this money demand function are thesame as those of the
money demand function in the basic specification of asset markets of
section 2 except that the arguments of thismoney demand function include
real wealth.
4. Conclusions
The microeconomic theory of asset demands discussed in section3 implies
some but not all of the properties of the basic specification of asset
markets in section 2. Under the assumptions of section 3 thedemand for
the sum of assets denominated in eachcurrency is homogeneous of degree
one in nominal wealth, and the demand for money in eachcountry depends
on the return on the security denominated in that country'scurrency hut
not on the return on securities denominated in other currencies.
However, under these same assumptions the demand formoney depends on
real wealth. Since the conclusions of macroeconomicanalysis often
depend crucially on the form of asset demand functions, it is important
to continue to explore the implications of the microeconomictheory of
section 3 and other microeconomic approaches.
The consumer of section three arrives at his asset demandsby
maximizing his utility given interest rates and the parameters of the
distributions of prices and exchange rates. Ofcourse, the distributions
of prices and exchange rates are not invariant tochanges in the
distributionsof policy variables and stochastic components of tastesand
technology. Ithas been recognized that a very important itemon the
researchagenda is imbedding consumers' asset demandsbased on utility
maximizationin a general equilibrium model in which thedistributions of
pricesand exchange rate are determined endogenously.-'Appendix 1
In this appendix it is shown that the determinant of the
differential equation system made up of equation (2.22c) and equation
(2.25) with c =eis always negative. Thus, with flexible prices
stationary equilibrium is always a saddle point. In the perverse case of
subsection 2.7 this result implies that the A schedule is steeper than
the w =0schedule.
Let G represent the matrix of coefficients of the differential
equation system made up of equation (2.22c) and equation (2.25) with
=e.Then,
det G =- (cC6+cC5),
(A1.1)
where C5 and C6 are defined below equations (2.22) and and are


























> 0is defined below equations (2.22). In the derivation use is made
of the relationship in footnote 8.
With flexible prices the difference between the slope of the






If C5, C5, and c' >0hut c'< 0,both (de/dw)A and (de/dw)=are w e w
positive. Asis steeper because det G is always negative. If C5, e,and
>0but C5 <0,both (de/dw)A and (de/dw);=are negative. A5 is
S
flatter because det G is always negative.Appendix 2
In this appendix we derive an expression for the covariance of the
stochastic processes for the domestic price index and the exchange rate
'qe
when the exchange rate E, the home currency price of home goods P,
the foreign currency price f foreign goods P, and the deviation from the
law of one price all follow geometric Brownian motion. The home price
index is given by
Q =P1(Ev). (A2.l)
The stochastic processes for E, P, and V are reproduced here for
convenience:
dE/E =cdt+'ee' (A2.2a)






Calculating the stochastic differential dQ, multiplying it by 1/0,
and collecting terms yields-88-
**
dQ/Q=(1-)dP/P + dE/E + dP/P + dV/V
2 2**2 2
+(1/2)— (1 — )[(dP/P) + (dE/E) + (dP/P) + (dV/v) 1
**
+ 2(1 - )[(dP/P)(dE/E) + (dP/P)(dP/P) + (dP/P)(dv/v)]
2 ** **
+ 2[(dP/P)(dE/E)+(dP/P)(dV/V)+(dE/E)(dV/V)]}.(A2.3)
Substituting the processes (A2.2) into (A2.3) and using Ito's Lema to
evaluate the products of processes transforms (A2.3) into
dQ/O =[(1- ++ +- - + + + cr2)
+ 2(1-ep
+ ++ 2(Pe++ pevdt
+(1-)adz+cYcIZ + dz;+$odz. (A2.4)
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chapter, Jacob Frenkel and Tim Padmore. This paper represents the views
of the authors and should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System or other members of
its staff.
1/Almost all the contributions to the literature on asset markets in
open economies in the references of this chapter were published in 1975
or later. Many important contributions were published before 1975.
Bryant (1975) provides an excellent assessment of empirical research on
financial capital flows up to the mid 1970's. He includes in his
references most of the important theoretical and empirical analyses
dealing specifically with asset markets in open economies that were
available when he wrote.
2/The portfolio balance approach to macroeconomic modeling was
developed by Metzler (1951) and Tobin (1969).
3/This argument is often referred to as the Lucas (1976) critique.
4/ Throughout the rest of this paper home currency securities and
foreign currency securities are referred to as home securities and
foreign securities respectively. In order to simplify the analysis, we
assume that there are no home and foreign capital stocks and, therefore,
no equity claims on those capital stocks. Models with capital stocks and
equity claims are discussed by Bruce and Purvis in chapter 16 and by
Obstfeld and Stockman in chapter 17.5/ We assume that the sum of the partial derivatives of each asset
demand function with respect to its first four arguments is zero so that,
4
for examplem< =0.Under this assumption expressing any asset demand
k =0
as a function of nominal returns is equivalent to expressing it as a
function of real returns since the expected rate of change of the price
of a country's consumption bundle in terms of its currency can be
subtracted from all nominal returns without changing the value of the
asset demand.
6/ Precisely, the assumption that expectations are static implies
that cisexogenous. However, it is usual to specify paths for the
exogenous variables other than Ethatlead to a unique value for the
steady state actual rate of depreciation, and it is natural to set E
equalto that value. Throughout this section it is assumed that the
asset stocks available for the public to hold do not change continuously
over time (==== 0).Steady states are stationary states in
which the actual rate of depreciation is equal to zero, so it makes sense
to set cequalto zero under static expectations. Kouri (1q76) develops
a modelinwhich residents of the home country face a fixed foreign
currency price of the single world good and allocate their wealth between
home and foreign money. He sets the exogenous expected rate of
depreciation equal to the exogenous positive rate of growth of home money
under static expectations.
7/ Models that allow for currency substitution have been constructed by
Girton and Roper (1981), Kareken and Wallace (1981), Lapan and Enders
(1980), and Nickelsburg (1983) among others. In most contributions-91-
currency substitution is defined as substitution among national moneys
defined as currency and coin plus deposits that bear non market related
or zero rates of interest. According to firton and Roper, currency
substitution warrants special study because moneys are the only financial
assets that have their stated returns, if any, fixed in terms of
themselves. Girton and Roper employ postulated money demand functions.
Kareken and Wallace, Lapan and Enders, and Nickelsburg assume that moneys
are the only stores of value in models with overlapping generations
composed of individuals who maximize explicit utility functions.
8/ If goods prices, outputs, and initial asset holdings are taken as
exogenous, the model of equations (2.9) is representative of short-run
portfolio balance models of international financial markets. Other
models of this type are employed by Black (1973), Dooley and Isard
(1982), Frankel (1983), Freedman (1977), Girton and Henderson (1977,
1976a, 1976b), Henderson (1979), Herring and Marston (1977a, 1977b),
Hewson and Sakakibara (1975), Kouri and Porter (1974), and Marston
(1980). When short-run portfolio balance models are used to analyze a
regime of flexible exchange rates, it is usually assumed that exchange
rate expectations are static or regressive.
9/ Under the basic specification the derivative of the excess demand
for foreign securities with respect to the exchange rate,
f7F +f5PY
+f7(+ ) -
isnegative if 0 <f7,f7 <1since =- 5PY=- N.
10/ A balance of payments condition or one or more goods market
equilibrium condition or both are added to the asset market equlibrium
conditions in the portfolio balance models of Allen and Kenen (1980),-9-
Boyer (1978, 1977, 1975), Branson (1977, 1974), Bryant (1980), Calvo and
Rodriguez (1977), Dornbusch (1975), Enders (1977), Flood (1979), Frenkel
and Rodriguez (1975), Henderson (1980, 1979), Henderson and Rogoff
(1982), Kenen (1981, 1976), Kouri (1983a, 1983b), Kouri and de Macedo
(1978), Masson (1981, 1980), McKinnon and Oates (1966), Melitz (1982),
Myhrman(1975), Obstfeld (1982, 1980), Tobin and de Macedo (1981), and
Wallace (1970).
11/ The implications of several alternative specifications of goods
markets are considered by Bruce and Purvis in chapter 16.
12/ For simplicity we adopt the system of taxes and transfers under
which interest payments do not enter the analysis suggested by Allen and
Kenen (1980). Each government taxes away all the interest received by
the residents of its country and transfers to the government of the
other country an amount equal to the interest received by the residents
of its country from the other country. Under this system, the current
account surplus and trade account surplus of a country are equal ,andif
the budget of the government of a country is balanced, the disposable
income of its residents is equal to output minus government spending.
13/ For simplicity we assume that saving in each country does not
depend on the real returns on home and foreign securities. If this
assumption were relaxed in the case of flexible prices and rational
expectations, it would be necessary to analyze a system of four
differential equations rather than a system of two differential
equati ons.
*
14/Our assumption about the effects of increases in P and EP on home
and foreign spending on home and foreign goods is sufficient but not-93-
necessary to insure that increases in P reduce the home trade surplus and
*
thatincreases in EP increase it. Of course, without our assumption it
is possible that increases in P increase the home trade surplus and that
*
increasesin EP reduce it.
15/ In the derivation of equations (2.21) we make use of the
appropriately modified versions of equations (2.1) and equations (2.19).
16/In the relatively lengthy and tedious derivation of equations (2.22)
we make use of the appropriately modified versions of equations (2.1),
equations (2.18), and equations (2.19). We approximate the goods market
equilibrium conditions and the balance of payments equation around long-
run equilibrium where home and foreign saving are zero.In the




17/ This assertion can be confirmed by substituting relationships
implied by equations (2.18) and 2.19) into the definitions of
and
18/If s2 is not equal to s, the indirect effect from the induced price
changes does not necessarily reinforce the direct effect. However, the
overall effect of the transfer on the trade surplus is always to reduce
it; that is C6 is always positive.
19/ Kouri (1983a) uses this terminology.
20/ The determinant of the differential equation system made up of
equation (2.20) and equation (2.24) with e =eis - <0.-94-
21/The determinant of the differential equation system made up of
equation (2.22c) and equation (2.25) with c =eis -(cC6
+cC5)
<0.
22/The instability problem associated with negative net foreign asset
positions is a central issue in several recent papers: Boyer (1977);
Branson, Haittunen, and Masson (1979); and Martin and Masson (1979). It
is also discussed by Tobin and de Macedo (1981). Tobin (1980) summarizes
a main conclusion reached in these papers. The problem is considered
further by Henderson and Rogoff (1982), Kouri (1983a), Masson (1981), and
Melitz (1982). The conclusions presented here are similar to those of
Henderson and Rogoff and Kouri but somewhat different from those of
Masson. Melitz argues that the transactions demand for money is an
important stabilizing influence.
23/The negative net foreign asset case is not the only portfolio
constellation that has led analysts to question the stability of open
economy portfolio balance models. Enders (1977) and Masson (1980)
discuss the possibility that instability might arise when positive net
foreign asset positions are "too large." See footnotes 24, 26, 8, and
30.
24/ If Ce is positive but there is foreign asset preference (b7 <b7),
long-run equilibrium is definitely unstable under static expectations.
With goods prices fixed, b7 <isa necessary and sufficient condition
for c to be negative. In this case, as in the perverse case of the
text, the As schedule is upward sloping. It can be shown that if the
assumption that in each country the demand for the good produced in the
other country is independent of nominal spending is dropped, long—run-95-
equilibrium is stable for some, but not all, parameter values. Thus,
with goods prices fixed, the Enders (1977) problem of instability caused
by large net foreign asset positions can arise even if it is assumed that
the home trade surplus depends on nominal spending in both countries.
25/ See footnote 20.
2.6/ If Ce >0but b7 <b7
so that <0,long-run equilibrium is
definitely not a saddle point. The determinant of the differential
equation system made up of equation (2.20) and equation (2.24) with
=eis - > 0.It can be shown that either the two roots of the
characteristic equation are real and positive or they are complex
conjugates with positive real parts. It can also be shown that if the
assumption that in each country the demand for the good produced in the
other country is independent of nominal spending is dropped, long—run
equilibrium is a saddle point under rational expectations if and only if
it is stable under static expectations. Thus, with goods prices fixed,
the Enders (1977) problem can arise under rational expectations even if
it is assumed that the home trade surplus depends on nominal spending in
both countries.
27/This assertion is proved in Appendix 1.
28/ If Ceispositive but there is foreign asset preference (b7 <
long—runequilibrium is definitely stable under static expectations
With goods prices flexible and b7 <b7, mayhe negative and C5 is
definitely negative. Thus, the A5 schedule may be upward sloping, and
the w =0schedule is definitely downward sloping. It is shown in-96-
Appendix1 that if the As schedule is downward sloping, it is flatter
than the w =0schedule. Although the effect of a wealth transfer on the
exchange rate depends on the slope of the As schedule, long-run
equilibrium is stable whatever the slope of this schedule. Thus, with
good prices flexible, the Enders (1977) problem cannot arise.
29/It is shown in Appendix 1 that the determinant of the differential
equation system made up of equation (2.22c) and equation (2.25) with
eis always negative.
30/If e is positive but there is foreign asset preference (b7 <
long-runequilibrium is definitely a saddle point under rational
expectations. See footnote 21.
31/Markowitz (1959) and Tobin (1965) laid the foundations of portfolio
selection theory.
32/Merton (1971) pioneered this approach.
33/Merton (1969) shows that the portfolio allocation decision is
independent of the saving decision in a continuous time model. He
assumes both that the investorss utility function exhibits constant
relative risk aversion and that percentage changes in asset prices follow
geometricBrownian motion. Samuelson (1969) derives the same result in a
discrete time model. He assumes constant relative risk aversion but puts
norestrictions on the distribution of returns.
34/Merton (1971) proves this result.
35/ Solnik (1974) was the first to analyze portfolio selection in an
open economy using stochastic calculus. He assumes that residents of
each country consume only the good produced in that country and that
goods prices are non stochastic.